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The AIX and IBM eserver pSeries Certifications offered through the Professional Certification Program from IBM are designed to validate the skills required of technical professionals who work in the powerful and often complex environments of AIX and IBM eserver  pSeries. A complete set of professional certifications is available. It includes:

	IBM Certified AIX User
	IBM Certified Specialist - Business Intelligence for RS/6000
	IBM Certified Specialist - Domino for RS/6000
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - p690 Solutions Sales
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - p690 Technical Support
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - pSeries Sales
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Administration
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - pSeries AIX System Support
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - pSeries Solution Sales
	IBM Certified Specialist - RS/6000 SP and PSSP V3
	IBM Certified Specialist - Web Server for RS/6000
	IBM eserver  Certified Specialist - pSeries HACMP for AIX
	IBM eserver  Certified Advanced Technical Expert - pSeries and AIX 5L


This IBM Redbook is designed as a study guide for professionals wishing to prepare for the AIX 5L Performance and System Tuning certification exam as a selected course of study in order to achieve the IBM eserver  Certified
Advanced Technical Expert - pSeries and AIX 5L certification.

This IBM Redbook is designed to provide a combination of theory and practical experience needed for a general understanding of the subject matter. It also provides sample questions that will help in the evaluation of personal progress and provide familiarity with the types of questions that will be encountered on the exam.

This publication does not replace practical experience, nor is it designed to be a stand-alone guide for any subject. Instead, it is an effective tool that, when combined with education activities and experience, can be a very useful preparation guide for the exam.
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Cato the Younger: Life and Death at the End of the Roman RepublicOxford University Press, 2019

	Marcus Porcius Cato ("the Younger") is most famous for being Julius Caesar's nemesis. His sustained antagonism was in large part responsible for pushing the Romans towards civil war. Yet Cato never wanted war even though he used the threat of violence against Caesar. This strategic gamble misfired as Caesar, instead of...
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Career Warfare: 10 Rules for Building a Successful Personal Brand and Fighting to Keep ItMcGraw-Hill, 2003
In Career Warfare, David F. D’Alessandro, the bestselling author of  Brand Warfare, has written a business classic: an insightful and  delightfully frank book about achieving professional success at a high  level.

What really defines those who get ahead? Hard work and accomplishments will  only get you so far. If...
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Community Server Quickly: A Concise and Practical Guide to Installation, Administration, and CustomizationPackt Publishing, 2006
Working with this clear and concise step-by-step guide you'll be up and running with a fully featured Community Server Express Edition website based on ASP.NET as fast as possible. With full coverage of installing, managing, and customizing this powerful tool for your community audience, this book is the essential administrator's companion...
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Evolutionary Computation in Data Mining (Studies in Fuzziness and Soft Computing)Springer, 2004
This carefully edited book reflects and advances the state of the art in the area of Data Mining and Knowledge Discovery with Evolutionary Algorithms. It emphasizes the utility of different evolutionary computing tools to various facets of knowledge discovery from databases, ranging from theoretical analysis to real-life applications....
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Learn FileMaker Pro 7 (Wordware Library for FileMaker)Wordware Publishing, 2004
This is meant to be a hands-on book. The idea is to have you do various exercises
so that you become familiar with FileMaker Pro. The book doesn’t have
that much to do with theory, although you will learn some along the way.
There are other books for theory, if that’s something you care about.

The FileMaker Pro...
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Encryption for Digital Content (Advances in Information Security)Springer, 2010

	Encryption for Digital Content is an area in cryptography that is widely used in commercial productions (e.g., Blu-Ray and HD-DVDs). This book provides a comprehensive mathematical treatment of combinatorial encryption techniques used in digital content distribution systems and related attack models. A complete description of...
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